Abstract: This paper examines the use of total radiated power measurements, combined with theory-based directivity estimates, to generate accurate estimates for the maximum radiation and reception from a device. This approach may be a useful alternative to present test methods for emission and immunity as frequencies above 1 GHz become necessary for EMC standards. Radiation-pattern data for theory-based estimates, Monte Carlo simulations of an arbitrary device, and measurements on a sample device are presented, and good data agreement is demonstrated.
Introduction
Electronic devices are usually located in complex electromagnetic environments such as office rooms, factory floors, aircraft hulls, and so forth. The goal of standardized radiated field emission and immunity measurements is to ensure EMC in these complex environments. Intuitively, we would expect that radiated field measurements would seek to replicate these complex environments. However, this is not the case for several reasons. First, real environments are simply too varied to be comprehensively simulated. Second, the need to compare and repeat measurements requires well-defined, invariant measurement environments. Thus, standardized EMC radiated field measurements are performed in noncomplex environments of low quality factor (Q), such as anechoic chambers and open area test sites (OATS).
Standardized emission and immunity measurements implicitly assume that the equipment under test (EUT) has a simple radiation and reception pattern (e.g., dipole-like). This implicit assumption means that only a few EUT orientations are needed to find a reasonable estimate for the EUT's maximum radiated and received field. However, as the EUT becomes large, when compared to a wavelength, the radiation and reception pattern becomes complicated, with sharp beams and deep nulls [l-41. A few orientations will no longer suffice to obtain a reasonable estimate of the maximum radiatedreceived fields. Very meticulous rotational sampling routines must be used to accurately measure a complex pattern. However, performing measurements of a full antenna pattern is expensive and time consuming. Thus, such measurements are not suitable for routine EMC test purposes. This paper discusses an alternative approach to radiated EMC measurements that is better suited to higher frequencies (complex radiation patterns) and complex environments (high Q). The basic differences are the substitution of radiated power measurements for the present field-at-a-distance measurements, the substitution of statistically-based EUTdirectivity estimates for the present limited directivity measurements, and the substitution of statistically based estimates of complex environment Q for the present noncomplex measurement environments. This basic approach is presently being explored in two IEC draft standards (61000-4-20: TEM Cells and 61000-4-21: Reverberation Chambers). This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 discuss how estimated directivity and Q values may be used to simplify EMC emission and immunity measurements. Section 4 briefly covers measurements of total radiated power in reverberation chambers (high-frequency approach) and TEM cells (low-frequency approach). Sections 5 and 6 indicate how directivity and Q may be estimated for an arbitrary EUT and volume, respectively. Section 7 briefly discusses how a room's decay constant can be used to determine whether that volume is low Q (direct path coupling is dominant) or high Q (resonances may be dominant). The test levels for an EUT should depend on its intended environment. Section 8 shows some simulations of an arbitrary EUT based on a random set of simple sources. Section 9 gives measured data for a psuedoarbitrary EUT and compares these to theoretical estimates from Section 5 and the simulation model from Section 8.
Section 10 gives some concluding remarks.
Radiated Emissions
EMC tests of radiated emissions seek to determine the maximum far-field radiated by the EUT. If the total radiated power PE: (total implies over all spatial directions for a defined bandwidth) and the maximum directivity Dm of an EUT are known, then the maximum far-zone electric field Emm at a distance r in free space is given by [5] *U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. where q = 120n (0) is the free space intrinsic wave impedance. This expression may be rewritten as (2) These maximum field estimates give us flexibility in setting acceptable emission levels for an EUT. In low-Q environments (large lossy volumes, residential), emission
If D,, can be estimated and p z i is known (via levels can be determined using directivity estimates. In high-Q environments (small reflecting volumes, commercial, measurement), then the maximum field can be estimated. military), emission levels can be determined using Q estimates. In both cases only the total power radiated by the EUT needs to be measured. Directivity and Q estimates are discussed in later sections.
Equation (2) The total-radiated-power method would be an alternative to the present CISPR 16 emission test method where, at each frequency, the EUT needs to be rotated (about its vertical axis) and the receiving antenna height scanned to determine the emission maximum. The present method also does not directly account for emissions outside the region defined by the EUT rotation and the receive antenna's height scan, unless the EUT
is reoriented (not possible for gravity-sensitive devices).
Radiated Immunity (3)
where V is the cavity volume. Assuming that the real and imaginary parts of the electric field's rectangular-components are independent, and that each is normally distributed with zero mean and equal variance, then the probability-density function of the electric field's magnitude is a chi function with six degrees of freedom [7] . Based on this model, the expected value of the maximum received power as a function of the number of points (N) measured in the room [SI is related to the EMC immunity tests seek to determine whether a specific field level will cause interference to an EUT. If the EUT is tested over all directions at an average scalar power density E; l P , and the maximum directivity D-is known, then the mixh~mreceived Power P Z f m a x is given by equation (2), equation (7) may be rewritten as where N is assumed to be large, N >>1. The same factor modifies the field density, yielding
VP:;
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If D,, can be estimated and Eo is known (via measurement) then the maximum received power can be determined.
In a %h-Q cavity with a known radiative Power SOUrCe p z r , the maximum received power can be estimated as If Q can be estimated and PE: is known (via measurement), then the maximum field can be estimated. This result (5) has no upper bound. This fObWS from the assumptions that the field components are described by unbounded normal distributions and that they are uncorrelated at all points. Nearby points will be correlated. AI2 is a good estimate of the correlation length [7] . If the cavity volume is partitioned into p z y 4R 2R v it3 ' 22-sized cells and we assign one measurement point per cell, the resulting N (" 8 V / A 3 ) gives a useful upper bound. Inserting this estimate for N into (5) yields
This would be an alternative to the present IEC 61000-4-3 immunity test method where, at each frequency, the EUT is rotated to expose four sides for each of two electric field polarizations, vertical and horizontal. As will be seen in later sections, at higher frequencies, where the EUT reception pattern may be quite complicated, four sample points may have a very low probability of determining the maximum power received by the EUT. Reception along the vertical axis direction is not tested, unless the EUT is reoriented (not possible for gravity-sensitive devices). 
Total Radiated Power
The total radiated power over the measurement bandwidth may be efficiently determined using several methods. Two practical approaches are reverberation chambers at higher frequencies, and TEM cells at lower frequencies.
The reverberation chamber method is based on first calibrating the chamber by measuring the power received ( P s ' ) from a known radiation source ( P Z ) over a sufficient number of paddle positions to determine a reliable average. The EUT is then substituted for the calibration source, and the received power ( P z * ) is measured over the same set of paddle positions. The total radiated power determined via [7] is then For ka>>l this expression simplifies to (Dmm ) = 0.982 + ln(ka), ku >> 1 .
(15)
These results apply to directivity determined over the whole sphere. Similar results may be derived for the received power measured over a planar cut [ll] . Again, assuming that spherical-mode coefficients are independent random variables, the expected value of the maximum to the mean received power over the cut can be estimated as 2.45, ka < 1
Although this expression doesn't estimate maximum directivity, as needed in Sections 2-3, it can be readily compared to measured and simulated planar-cut data, as done in Section 7. Good agreement in the simpler planar-cut case will lend validity to the use of (9) for maximum directivity estimates for a
where ( ) denotes average. The reverberation chamber method works well as long as the mode density in the chamber is sufficiently large to yield meaningful statistics. This requirement determines a lower frequency limit.
The basic TEM cell method assumes that the EUT is well represented by a set of electric and magnetic dipoles. This should be a valid assumption for ku I 1, where k = 2d2, 2 (m) is the free space wavelength, and a (m) denotes the radius of determined from the measured voltages (Vz:i) for three orthogonal positions. The details may be found in [9] . 'IJhere. ' Figure 2 . The estimated (theory) and simulated Prec,marl<Prec> ratio for the same source set as in Figure 1 . The far-field received power from this source set [13] is proportional to Figure 1 shows the radiation pattern at the highest frequency (ka = 26). The pattern shows multiple narrow lobes. Figure 2 shows the estimated and simulated maximum-to-mean simulation has some values above the estimate showing the where cos vi = cos B cos Bi +sin 6 sin 6, cos(p -pi) , and received power ratio over the chosen planar cut. The (@&pi) identifies the location of the ith source.
Quality Factor Estimates
statistical variation about the mean maximum.
(21) pre,(@,p) = C I i e j ( -+ a l )
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Figure 3. The probability that P,,,, at an arbitary point on the planar cut, exceeds either 50 % or 90 % of Pre, -. Figure 3 shows the probability that P,,, at an arbitrary point on the planar cut, exceeds either 50 96 or 90 % of the received power maximum, P , , , -. For ka > 5, the probability that an arbitrarily chosen point gives a Prec value within 90 % of the maximum is significantly less than 10 %. This emphasizes that a few measurement points will not likely give a good indication of directivity once the EUT is electrically large.
We used the above parameters (5 sources, a = 0.25, ka = 26) in a 100-run Monte Carlo simulation to determine an average value for Prec,mar/<Prec> that can be compared to the theory estimate (16). The results are shown in Figure 4 . The figure shows that the theory gives a very conservative upper bound on average for the case of five sources. If we increase the number of sources to 50, then simulated maximum-to-mean received power more closely approaches the theoretical estimate, as shown in Figure =5 . The 30-hole EUT has an internal paddle to change the distribution of the aperture excitation. This allows us to generate statistics as if different EUTs were being measured. Figure 7 shows the average results similar to Figures 4-5, theory and measured, for the max-to-mean received power based on 48 random pattern measurements. The measured data closely approach the theoretical estimate, much as in Figure 6 where the source number was also high. We can simulate this EUT using 15 random sources (we assume that the metallic case mostly shields the backside apertures) and a sphere with a radius of 0.784 m (based on the EUT diagonal). Figure 9 also shows the result for a 48-run Monte Carlo simulation based on these parameters. The simulation well mimics the characteristics of the measured data. MHz.
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Figure 7. The estimated (theory), measured, and simulated (1 5 sources) Prec,maxl<prec> ratio for the 30-hole EUT.
Conclusion
The good agreement between theory, measurement, and validates the basic statistical approach used here. Thus, we can use (14) to estimate the maximum directivity of the 30-hole EUT. If the 30-hole EUT total radiated power-has been measured (e.g., in a reverberation chamber or TEM cell), maximum field at a given distance. If the incident power , vol. 38, no. 4, pp. 591-592, Nov. 1996 . resonant, could be considered when setting standard pasdfail levels.
